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Combinatory logic (CL) is generally regarded as equivalent to λ-calculus (λ), and in most
respects, it is. However, with respect to reduction, the equivalence is not complete. In CL,
there is not, as yet, a reduction relation which is generally accepted as an equivalent to
λβ-reduction in λ. There are some proposals for such a reduction, but so far none of them
has as yet a complete syntactically useful characterization of the irreducible CL-terms. This
paper is about the search for a reduction on CL equivalent to λβ-reduction.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
This paper is about the search for a reduction relation in combinatory logic (CL) which corresponds to β-reduction in λ-
calculus (λ). The lack of such a reduction is the main thing which is still missing from a full correspondence between CL and
λ. It has long been known that CL and λ are equivalent with respect to conversion; Curry worked this out in the 1930s, and
did not seemmuch interested in CL reduction until 1954. This is discussed in Section 1. Curry’s interest led him to introduce
his strong reduction (or βη-strong reduction), which is discussed, along with the reason he did not find a satisfactory CL
reduction corresponding toλβ-reduction, in Section 2. A list of properties desirable for both an abstraction and aCL reduction
corresponding to λβ-reduction is given in Section 3. Three proposed candidates for a CL reduction corresponding to λβ-
reduction, along with some difficulties faced by each of the proposals, are given in Section 4. Dealing with the difficulties
seemed some years ago to call for a computer program to compute abstraction terms and reductions (for the purpose of
finding examples), but writing such a program even for Curry’s original βη-strong reduction, turned out to be more difficult
that anybody had realized. These difficulties and an attempt to deal with them that seems to have succeeded are discussed
in Section 5. Some very preliminary ideas for extending this work to the proposals for β-strong reduction are presented in
Section 6. A full account of Curry’s interest in CL, why originally he was interested in equality rather than reduction, and
why he eventually became interested in CL reduction, will be found in Appendix.
I would like to thank Roger Hindley and the anonymous referees for their helpful comments and suggestions.
1. Conversion equivalence of λ and CL
As is well known, the λ-calculus, or λ, which is due to Church [1,2], is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (λ-Terms). Lambda-terms, or λ-terms, are defined by the syntax
M −→ x|c|(MM)|(λx . M).
Here c refers to atomic constants, which are distinct from the variables. There may be no atomic constants; if there are none,
the system is called pure, whereas if there are some, the system is called applied.
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The system λ has two reduction relations, each with its corresponding conversion relation. The first, β-reduction, is
defined as follows:
Definition 2 (β-Contraction, β-Reduction). A term of the form (λx . M)N is called a β-redex, and the corresponding term
[N/x]M (which represents the substitution of N for x inM) is called its contractum. (Here, substitution is defined to change
bound variables to avoid collisions.) If a term P contains an occurrence of (λx . M)N and P ′ is the result of replacing this
occurrence of (λx . M)N by [N/x]M , we say that we have contracted the redex occurrence in P and that P β-contracts to P ′,
or
P ◃1β P ′.
If the reduction relation is clear, we write this as
P ◃1 P ′.
If P can be changed to a term Q by a finite (perhaps empty) series of β-contractions and changes of bound variables, we say
that P β-reduces to Q , or
P ◃β Q .
If the reduction relation is clear, we write
P ◃ Q .
See [3, Section 1C and Definition 6.3, p. 70].
Definition 3 (β-Conversion). A term P is β-convertible or β-equal to Q (notation P =β Q ) if Q can be obtained from P by a
finite (perhaps empty) series of β-contractions, reversed β-contractions, or changes of bound variables. See [3, Sections 1D
and 7A].
Definition 4 (η-Contraction, βη-Reduction, βη-Conversion). A term of the form λx . Ux, where x ∉ FV(U), is called an η-
redex, and the corresponding term U is called its contractum. An η-contraction is the replacement of an occurrence of an
η-redex by its corresponding contractum. βη-reduction and βη-conversion are defined as in Definitions 2 and 3 where
contractions are now either β-contractions or η-contractions. The notations used are
P ◃1,η Q , P ◃βη Q , P =βη Q .
See [3, Section 7B].
We sometimes say that β-reduction satisfies the rule
(β) (λx . M)N ◃1 [N/x]M ,
whereas βη-reduction also satisfies the rule
(η) λx . Mx ◃1 M , if x ∉ FV(M).
As part of the general conventions of λ, both reduction relations satisfy the rule
(ξ ) M ◃ N ⇒ λx . M ◃ λx . N .
(See [3, Definition 6.2, p. 70].)
Note that rules (ξ) and (η) for conversion (not reduction) together are equivalent to
(ζ ) If x ∉ FV(MN), thenMx = Nx ⇒ M = N
in the presence of the rules for β-reduction. To see that (η) follows from (ζ ), note that if x ∉ FV(U), then
(λx . Ux)x =β Ux,
and so by (ζ ), λx . Ux =βη U . To see that (ξ) follows from (ζ ), note that ifM =βη N , then for a variable x not free inM or N ,
(λx . M)x =βη (λx . N)x,
and so λx . M =βη λx . N . To see that (ζ ) follows from (ξ) and (η), suppose that Mx =βη Nx, where x ∉ FV(MN). Then by
(ξ),
λx . Mx =βη λx . Nx,
and since by (η), we have λx . Mx =βη M and λx . Nx =βη N , it follows thatM =βη N . (See [4, Section 3D4].)
Remark 1. About the atomic constants: some atomic constants that have been used in the past are the following logical
constants:
Π . ΠX stands for (∀x)(Xx), where x ∉ FV(X).
P. PXY stands for X ⊃ Y .
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Ξ . ΞXY stands for (∀x)(Xx ⊃ Yx), where x ∉ FV(XY ).
F. FXYZ stands for (∀x)(Xx ⊃ Y (Zx)), where x ∉ FV(XYZ). Here, FXY represents the type that is now usuallywritten X → Y .
Curry [4, Chapters 9 and 10] used F as an atomic constant in his systems of functionality, which is like type assignment.
These constants are all nonreducing constants, whichmeans that none of them can occur as the head of a redex. Constants
that can occur at the head of a redex occur in connection with the representation of numbers as what Curry [5, Chapter 13]
called abstract numerals. (See also [3, Section 4D].) Here, 0 and σ are nonreducing constants for 0 and the successor function,
and Z is a reducing constant with the property that if n is a numeral representing the number n, then Zn reduces to the
Church numeral representing n, namely n, which is λxy . x(x(. . . x(x  
n
y) . . .)). An alternative to the constant Z is the constant
Rwith the property that RMN0 reduces toM and if n is any numeral, then RMN(σn) reduces to Nn(RMNn).
In this paper, we will assume that all atomic constants are nonreducing constants.
Combinatory Logic, or CL, on the other hand, which is due independently to Schönfinkel [6] and Curry [7,8], is defined as
follows:
Definition 5 (Combinatory Terms). Combinatory terms, or CL-terms, are defined by the syntax
X −→ x|c|I|K|S|(XX),
where the constants c correspond to the atomic constants of λ. If a particular system of CL is being compared to a system of
λ, we will assume that the constants c in the system of CL are exactly the same as those of the system λ.
The natural reduction for CL is weak reduction, which, with its associated conversion relation, is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (Weak Reduction and Equality). Any term of the form IX , KXY , or SXYZ is called a (weak) redex. Contracting an
occurrence of a weak redex in a term U means replacing a redex by its associated contractum according to the following
replacement rules:
(I) IX ◃1 X ,
(K) KXY ◃1 X ,
(S) SXYZ ◃1 XZ(YZ).
If this changes U to U ′, we say that U (weakly) contracts to U ′, or
U ◃1w U ′.
If V is obtained from U by a finite (perhaps empty) series of weak contractions, we say that U (weakly) reduces to V , or
U ◃w V .
See [3, Section 2D]. If V is obtained from U by a finite (perhaps empty) series of weak contractions and reversed weak
contractions, we say that U is (weakly) equal to or (weakly) convertible to V , or
U =w V .
See [3, Section 8A].
For weak reduction, I need not be postulated as an atomic constant term, since
SKKX ◃ KX(KX) ◃ X,
and so SKK can play the role of I. The reason for taking I as an atomic constant will be explained below.
Abstraction is not postulated as a primitive operation on terms, but is defined, so that [x]X is an abbreviation for a term
in which the variable x does not occur free, and which has the property that
([x]X)Y ◃ [Y/x]X .
Nowadays, abstraction is usually defined by induction on the structure of the term being abstracted. This was not the
way Curry originally defined abstraction in [8]; Curry’s original definition is, with only a minor change, the definition used
by Piperno in [9]. It was only in the spring of 1942 that Curry saw how to define abstraction by induction on the structure
of the terms. That definition, which was published as [10], is as follows:
Definition 7 (Primitive Abstraction). Primitive abstraction, denoted [x]pX , or, if the context makes clear which abstraction is
meant, [x]X , is defined as follows
(a) [x]a ≡ Ka if a is a variable distinct from x or any atomic CL-term which is not a variable,
(b) [x]x ≡ I,
(f) [x](XY ) ≡ S([x]X)([x]Y ) if (a) and (b) do not apply.
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Here≡means that the term on the left is defined to be that on the right. The same symbol is also used to say that two terms
are identical. The names of the clauses in definitions of abstraction are due to Curry [4, Section 6A3], where Curry calls this
definition of abstraction ‘‘algorithm (fab)’’. (Curry actually got the idea for this definition from Rosser [11], but Rosser was
using a different set of atomic combinators than Curry did. This was the first time that Curry completely understood the role
of Schönfinkel’s combinator S. Before this, Curry had used B, C, K, andW as his atomic combinators.)
Primitive abstraction leads to abstraction termswhich are very long, and itwas not long before Curry realized that shorter
abstraction terms could be obtained by using weak abstraction, which is defined as follows:
Definition 8 (Weak Abstraction). Weak abstraction, denoted [x]wX , or, if the contextmakes clearwhich abstraction ismeant,
[x]X , is defined as follows:
(a) [x]U ≡ KU if x ∉ FV(U),
(b) [x]x ≡ I,
(f) [x](XY ) ≡ S([x]X)([x]Y ) if (a) and (b) do not apply.
Curry, in [4, Section 6A3], calls this definition of abstraction ‘‘algorithm (abf)’’.
Curry then realized that even shorter abstraction terms could be obtained using η abstraction:
Definition 9 (η Abstraction). η abstraction, denoted [x]ηX , or, if the context makes clear which abstraction is meant, [x]X , is
defined as follows:
(a) [x]U ≡ KU if x ∉ FV(U),
(b) [x]x ≡ I,
(c) [x](Ux) ≡ U if x ∉ FV(U).
(f) [x](XY ) ≡ S([x]X)([x]Y ) if (a)–(c) do not apply.
(See [3, Section 2C].) Note that clause (c) of this definition is the principle (η) as an identity. Curry, in [4, Section 6A3], calls
this definition of abstraction ‘‘algorithm (abcf)’’.
All these definitions of abstraction satisfy the following two properties:
1. [x]X ≡ [y][y/x]X if y ∉ FV(X), and
2. ([x]X)Y ◃w [Y/x]X .
Clearly, there is a rough equivalence between λ and CL. For we have the mappings between the two sets of terms:
Definition 10 (CL to λ). The mapping−λ from CL-terms to λ-terms is defined as follows:
1. If x is a variable, then xλ ≡ x,
2. If c is an atomic constant other than I, K, or S, then cλ ≡ c ,
3. Iλ ≡ λx . x,
4. Kλ ≡ λxy . x,
5. Sλ ≡ λxyz . xz(yz), and
6. (XY )λ ≡ (XλYλ).
Definition 11 (λ to CL). Themapping−H fromλ-terms to CL-terms,which depends on the definition of abstraction, is given
as follows:
1. If x is a variable, then xH ≡ x,
2. If c is an atomic constant, then cH ≡ c ,
3. (MN)H ≡ (MHNH), and
4. (λx . M)H ≡ ([x]MH).
However, the correspondence between λ and CL is not complete with respect to reduction. For in λwe have
λx . Kλxx ◃β λx . x ≡ Iλ,
whereas in CL with weak reduction and η abstraction,
[x]Kxx ≡ S([x](Kx))([x]x) ≡ SKI,
which is irreducible. (Note that Kxx does not really occur in [x]Kxx.) A similar result holds for the other definitions of
abstraction. (For more on the comparison of λ-reductions and CL-reductions, see [12].) This means that, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 1. In CL with weak reduction, no matter what definition of abstraction is used, the property corresponding to (ξ),
namely
(ξ) X ◃w Y ⇒ [x]X ◃w [x]Y ,
fails to hold.
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For conversion, however, there is an equivalence between λ and CL. There are relations in CL which correspond to both
βη-conversion and β-conversion in λ. For example, there is combinatory βη-equality =cβη (See [3, Definition 7.5, p. 78].)
with the property that
X =cβη Y ⇔ Xλ =βη Yλ,
where Xλ is the term in λ corresponding to X in CL. (See [3, Definition 9.2, page 93].) It is defined as follows:
Definition 12. Combinatory βη-equality, =cβη , is defined from weak equality by adding the combinatory version of rule
(ζ ):
(ζ ) If x ∉ FV(XY ), then Xx = Yx ⇒ X = Y .
If abstraction is η abstraction as defined above, combinatory βη-equality can be obtained by adding to weak equality the
rule
(ξ ) X = Y ⇒ [x]X = [x]Y .
(This depends on using η abstraction.)
There is also a combinatory version of β-conversion, combinatory β-equality, =cβ , (See [3, §9D].) with the property that
X =cβ Y ⇔ Xλ =β Yλ.
Its definition depends on the notion of a functional term. Functional terms roughly correspond to λ-terms which are
abstraction terms, i.e., have the form λx . M .
Definition 13 (Functional Term). A functional term is a term of the form I, K, KX , S, SX , or SXY .
(The exact correspondence with abstraction terms clearly depends on the definition of abstraction being used). If the
abstraction is η-abstraction, then every CL-term is an abstract: U is [x]Ux (for x ∉ FV(U)).
The definition of combinatory β-equality also depends on the following lemma:
Lemma 1. In λ, rule (ζ ) holds for abstraction terms.
Proof. Suppose y ∉ FV((λx . M)(λx . N)) and y ≢ x, and suppose also that
(λx . M)y =β (λx . N)y.
Then since
(λx . M)y =β [y/x]M
and
(λx . N)y =β [y/x]N,
we have
[y/x]M =β [y/x]N,
from which we get by (ξ)
λy . [y/z]M =β λy . [y/x]N,
and by changing the bound variable, we have
λx . M =β λx . N. 
Definition 14. Combinatory β-equality is defined by adding to weak equality the rule
(ζβ ) If x ∉ FV(XY ) and if X and Y are functional, then Xx =cβ Yx ⇒ X =cβ Y .
2. Curry’s strong reduction
With respect to conversion and equality, Curry had a form of equivalence between λ and CL. But an examination of
Curry’s works published before 1954 shows little interest in his part on CL reduction. However, after formulating a theory
of functionality, essentially a version of type assignment, he noticed in July 1954 that if a term X was typable in this theory,
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then X must have an irreducible form in some sense. He knew that that sense could not be weak normal form. In fact, his
first statement in his notes of the normal form theorem for functionality said that if X has a type, then Xλ has a λ-normal
form. Since he was working in CL (and tended to think in CL), having to refer to λwas not satisfactory. He therefore needed a
CL reduction equivalent to λ-reduction. He was finally interested in CL reduction. (For a more complete version of this story,
see Appendix.)
Curry defined strong reduction (also known as η-strong reduction) in [4, Section 6F]. He extended this work in
[5, Section 11E]. (See also [3, Section 8C].)
Curry’s initial definition, which depended on the fact that weak reduction does not satisfy the property (ξ), was to add
this property to weak reduction to obtain strong reduction >− . Property (η) holds for this reduction because it holds as an
identity in the definition of η abstraction, which is the abstraction he used; see Definition 9(c). Curry then noted that adding
(ξ) to weak reduction is equivalent to adding to weak reduction the rule
(ξ ′) If x ∉ FV(U), then Ux >− Y ⇒ U >− [x]ηY .
See [4, Section 6F1b]. Curry showed that this rule can be restricted to the case in which U reduces to a functional term
[4, Theorem 6F2]. Later, [4, p. 224f], he showed that the first step of the reduction of Ux to Y must be one which would not
be possible if x were not present (i.e., it cannot be one which takes place entirely inside U). Later, [5, Theorem 11E2], he
showed that applications of (ξ ′) can be restricted to the case in which U has one of the forms SU1 or SU1U2.
Thus, the definition of strong reduction is as follows:
Definition 15. Strong reduction, or η-strong reduction, is defined by adding to weak reduction the rule
(ξ ′) If x ∉ FV(U), then Ux >− Y ⇒ U >− [x]ηY ,
where the first contraction of the reduction of Ux to Y does not take place entirely within U and where U has one of the
forms SU1 or SU1U2.
(Note that if U has the form KU1, then we would be reducing KU1x, and since the first contraction cannot take place
entirely within U1, it must be a contraction of KU1x to U1, and then U1 must reduce to Y . Since x ∉ FV(U), x ∉ FV(Y ), from
which it follows that [x]Y ≡ KY . But then we could modify the original reduction to reduce KU1x to U1 and then reduce that
to Y , from which it follows immediately that KU1 reduces to KY , and the inference by rule (ξ ′) is not needed.)
An example of strong reduction is SK >− KI, which can be shown as follows:
SKxy ◃w Ky(xy)
◃w y.
Hence, by (ξ ′) once, we have SKx >− [y]ηy ≡ I, and so by (ξ ′) again
SK >− [x]ηI ≡ KI.
(See [4, Section 6F1d].)
This example led Curry to take I as an atomic combinator; see [4, Section 6F1e]. For if I were defined to be SKK then the
above example would lead to
I ≡ SKK >− KIK >− K(KIK)K >− K(K(KIK)K)K >− . . . ,
and Iwould have an infinite reduction, which is undesirable.
Curry proved several things about his strong reduction, including the Church–Rosser Property and the property that if
M and N are λ-terms andM ◃βη N thenMH >− NH . He also defined a class of ‘‘normal reductions’’, proved that if a normal
reduction terminates in a CL-term X , then Xλ is in βη-normal form and X is irreducible. He now had a reduction relation in
CL which corresponds to βη-reduction in λ.
But what about a reduction in CL corresponding to β-reduction in λ?
Finding a ‘‘β-strong reduction’’ turned out to be difficult. The reason is that (η) holds in η-strong reduction as an identity
because of the definition of abstraction. In general, (η) fails for β-reduction in λ. But some instances of it hold: if x ∉ FV(M)
and x and y are distinct variables,
λx . (λy . M)x ◃β λx . [x/y]M ◃α λy . M.
(Here ◃α means a change of bound variables.) This gives us the following result:
Theorem 2. In λ, rule (η) holds in β-reduction provided that the term U in which the variable x does not occur is itself an
abstraction term.
To attempt to construct a β-strong reduction in much the same way as Curry defined η-strong reduction would require
modifying clause (c) of Definition 9 so that it holds if and only if U is ‘‘equal’’ to a term corresponding to an abstraction. This
would mean that U would have to reduce (in some sense) to a functional term, defined by Definition 13. But in general it is
not decidable whether a CL-term reduces to a functional term, and so the resulting definition of abstraction would not be
an algorithm.
This has been the main stumbling block to finding a β-strong reduction.
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3. Properties desirable for a β-strong reduction
Given the role that rule (ξ) plays in λβ-reduction and the problem with clause (c) of Definition 9, it is clear that finding
a suitable β-strong reduction means defining a suitable abstraction as well as finding suitable axioms and rules for the
reduction relation. Hence, the desirable properties are those of both a definition of abstraction and of the reduction itself.
In [13], Roger Hindley gave a list of desirable properties for both an abstraction and a reduction relation. (The properties
were first written down for the presentation at the meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic in Florence, Italy, August
22–28, 1982, for which the abstract was [14].) Some of the desirable properties are for abstraction, and they are desirable
so that the abstraction terms will behave like the abstraction terms of λ and so that the correspondence between λ and CL
works the way we would tend to expect it to work. The properties for abstraction are:
(A0) [x]Y does not contain x, and ([x]Y )x ◃w Y ;
(A1) [Z/v]([x]Y ) ≡ ([x][Z/v]Y ) if x /∈ FV (vZ);
(A2) XλH ≡ X for all CL-terms X;
(A3) MHλ ≡ M for all λ-terms M;
(A4) [x]Y is functional (fnl).
Note that the last part of (A0) implies that ([x]Y )U ◃w [U/x]Y .
No known definition of [ ] has all these properties. We can reduce our demands byweakening ‘‘≡’’ in (A1)–(A3) to ‘‘=cβ ’’.
The corresponding properties may be called ‘‘(A1β )’’ – ‘‘(A3β )’’.
The following are desirable properties for a combinatory β-reduction (called here ‘‘◃cβ"). Some are desirable for
‘‘philosophical" reasons, such as (R4), others for mere technical reasons, such as (R5).
(R0) The relation ◃cβ should satisfy all the defining rules of weak reducibility ◃w , including transitivity and closure under
replacement;
(R1) The relation ◃cβ should generate the equivalence=cβ ;
(R2) X ◃cβ Y H⇒ [Z/v]X ◃cβ [Z/v]Y ;
(R3) The relation ◃cβ should satisfy the Church–Rosser theorem;
(R4) The relation ◃cβ should be closed under abstraction, i.e. X ◃cβ Y H⇒ [v]X ◃cβ [v]Y ;
(R5) [NH/x](MH) ◃cβ ([N/x]M)H ;
(R6) The irreducible CL-terms should form a decidable set and should correspond closely in some way to the irreducible λ-terms;
(R7) The relation ◃cβ should be contained in the relation of βη-strong reduction.
(R8) The metatheory of ◃cβ should be reasonably simple in some sense of the word ‘‘simple’’.
Note that (R1) implies that if X ◃cβ Y , then X =cβ Y .
4. Proposals for β-strong reduction
There are now three proposals for a combinatory reduction equivalent to λβ-reduction. All start with weak reduction.
4.1. Curry’s proposal
This proposal, which is due to H. B. Curry and has never been published, depends on the following definition of a new
abstraction algorithm (which Curry published in [5, p. 71]).
Definition 16 (β-Abstraction). β-abstraction, or [ ]β , also called algorithm (abcβ fβ ), is defined as follows:
(a) [x]βU ≡ KU if x ∉ FV(U)
(b) [x]βx ≡ I
(cβ ) [x]β(Ux) ≡ U if U is functional and x ∉ FV(U)
(fβ ) [x]β(XY ) ≡ S([x]ηX)([x]ηY ) if neither (a) nor (cβ ) applies.
Note that clause (fβ ) calls up the algorithm for η-abstraction. This is related to the following lemma:
Lemma 2. In λβ-conversion, the arguments of Sλ satisfy (η).
Proof. If u ∉ FV(M) and v ∉ FV(N), then
(λxyz . xz(yz))(λu . Mu)(λv . Nv) ◃β λz . (λu . Mu)z((λv . Nv)z)
◃β λz . Nz(Mz)
=β (λxyz . xz(yz))MN. 
With this definition of abstraction, Curry proposed to define a β-strong reduction, ◃cβCu, as follows:
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Definition 17. Curry’s β-strong reduction, ◃cβCu, is defined by adding to the axioms and rules for weak reduction the rule
(ξβ ) X ◃cβCu Y ⇒ [x]βX ◃cβCu [x]βY .
It turns out that this is equivalent to adding to weak reduction the rule
(ξ ′β) If x ∉ FV(U) and U is functional,
Ux ◃cβCu Y ⇒ U ◃cβCu [x]βY .
There are some problems with this proposal:
1. X◃cβCuY does not imply that Xλ◃βηYλ. But this is also a problemwithβη-strong reduction:SK◃cβηKI butSλKλ ̸◃βη KλIλ.
2. Being functional is not preserved under this reduction. Example: start with
I(xy) ◃w xy.
By (ξβ) twice, we get
[x, y]β I(xy) ◃cβCu [x, y]βxy,
which is
S(KI) ◃cβCu S(S(KS)K)(KI).
It follows that
S(KI)x ◃cβCu S(S(KS)K)(KI)x.
The left side is functional but the right side is not. Again, this problem also arises in βη-strong reduction, where we
have that S(KI)x >− Ix, and Ix is not functional. But the property of being functional does not play the important role in
βη-strong reduction that it does in this proposal for β-strong reduction.
3. There is not yet a full syntactically useful characterization (or even a partial syntactically useful characterization) of
irreducible CL-terms with respect to this reduction.
4.2. Seldin’s proposal
This proposal, which is due to J.P. Seldin and has never been published, starts with weak abstraction, [ ]w , or algorithm
(abf).
Definition 18. Seldin’s β-strong reduction, ◃cβSe, is defined by taking weak abstraction, [ ]w , and then adding to weak
reduction the axiom schemes
(β1) S(S(KX)I)Y ◃cβSe SXY ,
(β2) SX(S(KY )I) ◃cβSe SXY ,
(β3) If U is functional, then S(KU)I ◃cβSe U ,
and the rule
(ξ ′βSe) If U is functional and differs from I, K, and S, and if x ∉ FV(U), then
Ux ◃cβSe Y ⇒ U ◃cβSe [x]wY .
(Note that if x ∉ FV(U), then
[x]w(Ux) ≡ S([x]wU)([x]wx) ≡ S(KU)I,
so (η) is equivalent to S(KU)I ◃ U for x ∉ FV(U).)
There is the same problem with this proposal as with Curry’s: a full syntactically useful characterization of irreducible
CL-terms has not yet been found.
Somepeoplemay not like the fact that axiom scheme (β3)has the condition onU . This problem can be solved by replacing
this scheme with the following six schemes:
(β3,1) S(KI)I ◃cβSe I,
(β3,2) S(KK)I ◃cβSe K,
(β3,3) S(KS)I ◃cβSe S,
(β3,4) S(K(KX))I ◃cβSe KX ,
(β3,5) S(K(SX))I ◃cβSe SX ,
(β3,6) S(K(SXY ))I ◃cβSe SXY .
This idea could be extended to a new βη-strong reduction using the same abstraction algorithm by replacing the axiom
schemes (β1), (β2), and (β3) by the single scheme
(η) S(KX)I ◃ X .
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4.3. Proposal of M. Mezghiche
This proposal, which is due to Mezghiche and has been published in [15–17], uses an abstraction [ ]cβ defined by
[x]cβX ≡ S(K([x]ηX))I.
Definition 19. Mezghiche’s β-strong reduction, ◃cβMe, is obtained from weak reduction by adding the axiom scheme
(+) S(KU)I ◃cβMe U if U is functional,
and the rule
(ξ ′βMe) If U is functional and x ∉ FV(U), then Ux ◃cβMe Y ⇒ U ◃cβMe [x]cβY .
There is a problem with the proposal that is similar to that with Curry’s: Mezghiche proves a partial characterization of
irreducible CL-terms, but not a complete characterization [16, Theorem 2 and Conjecture, p. 330].
5. A computer program for strong reduction
All three of the proposals for aβ-strong reduction still lack a full syntactically useful characterization of irreducible terms.
The search for such a characterization for any of them will require many examples, and generating these examples is time
consuming. For this reason, it seems desirable to have a computer program to generate them. Furthermore, because of the
way ML handles inductive definitions, it seems the best language to use for writing such a program. Sushant Deshpande, in
[18], set out to do this. He started working on a program for ordinary strong reduction, and here is where problems arose.
Throughout this section, abstraction will be η abstraction.
The first problem was programming (ξ). The ML clause for this would be essentially
[x]X, if X ◃ Y , return [x]ηY .
But although a function for abstraction can be defined in ML, ML cannot parse a term to see if it is an abstraction term. So,
for this reason, it is better to use (ξ ′) instead, which would give us the ML clause
U, if Ux ◃ Y and x ∉ FV(U), return [x]ηY .
To use this in practice, we would want to write ordinary strong reduction as a series of replacements as follows: Expand U
to [x]ηUx, and then reduce Ux to Y , thus getting [x]ηY . But it turns out that if we do this, wemay wind up with infinite loops.
Consider, for example, the following reduction of SK to KI:
1. SK
2. [x]ηSKx Expansion
3. [x, y]ηSKxy Expansion
4. [x, y]ηKy(xy) Contraction
5. [x, y]ηy Contraction
6. [x]ηI Evaluation
7. KI Evaluation
Here, ‘‘Contraction’’ means aweak contractionwithin the argument of a bracket abstract and ‘‘Evaluation’’ means evaluation
of the abstraction term using the definition of abstraction.
But suppose we evaluate the abstract after the first contraction (Step 4). We get
[x, y]ηKy(xy) ≡ [x]ηSKx ≡ SK,
which is where we started.
How do we prevent this early evaluation in the program?
To exhibit strong reductions as linear replacements of redexes by contracta, Curry used a system of termswith the syntax
X −→ x|c|I||K|S|(XX)|(λx . X)
Curry called these terms ‘‘J-obs’’. (Curry used the word ‘‘ob’’ to refer to any term of a formal systemwhich has the property
that each term has a unique construction from the atomic terms. Today we would probably want to call them ‘‘J-terms.’’)
He then had the following types of redexes and contracta [4, p. 225]:
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Type Redex Contractum
Ia KU1U2 U1
Ib SU1U2U3 U1U3(U2U3)
Ic IU U
IIa KU λx . U
IIb SUV λx . Ux(Vx)
IIc I λx . x
IId K λxy . x
IIe SU λxy . Uy(xy)
IIf S λxyz . xz(yz)
III λx . U [x]ηU
Note that for Curry, [x]ηU is just an abbreviation for a term in which x does not occur free. To determine which term it
abbreviates will, in general, require a process of evaluation (which depends on the definition of abstraction being used), but
that process of evaluation is not part of the formal system, and so Curry did not represent this process as a separate relation
between terms of the formal system. For Curry, the term [x]ηSKx is exactly the same term as SK, and so Curry did not put
into his formalism any means of representing that evaluation. For him, the Evaluation steps in the above reduction of SK
to KI do not really count as steps, and he did not say anything about them. But in writing a computer program for strong
reduction, it is necessary to program these transformations as steps of the program.
Recently, Robin Cockett and his associates, Nichols and Redmond, have devised what they call a ‘‘semantic translation’’
based on Curry’s linear version of strong reduction; see [19].
M ⇒ [x]η[[M]]x
[[SXY ]]x ⇒ [[X]]x[[Y ]]x
[[SX]]x ⇒ SXx
[[KX]]x ⇒ X
[[S]]x ⇒ Sx
[[K]]x ⇒ Kx
[[I]]x ⇒ x
[[zX1X2 . . . Xm]]x ⇒ zX1X2 . . . Xmx
The first step is called an ‘‘Expansion’’ step.’’ The other steps are the ‘‘Translation steps.’’ Note that someordinary contractions
that would otherwise occur in a reduction are suppressed. But some contractions are still shown explicitly, and these are
used to indicate when a real change has occurred in the reduction of the term. These contractions are as follows:
Sxyz >− xz(yz)
Kxy >− x
Ix >− x
S(Kx)I >− x
S(Kx)(Ky) >− K(xy)
No evaluation is to occur before one of these explicit contractions. For example, using this translation with the previous
example will prevent an evaluation that is too early and so leads back to the starting point:
1. SK
2. [x]η[[SK]]x Expansion
3. [x]ηSKx Translation
4. [x, y]η[[SKx]]y Expansion
5. [x, y]η[[K]]y[[x]]y Translation
6. [x, y]η(Ky)(xy) Translation
7. [x, y]ηy Contraction
8. [x]ηI Evaluation
9. KI Evaluation
The use of this semantic translation seems to be roughly equivalent to using the rule (ξ ′), at least if all the axioms and
rules of weak reduction are present. But the list of contractions usedwith the translation (to decide when an evaluation step
is possible) must be carefully defined for everything to work.
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On this basis, a computer program for βη-strong reduction has been written, and can be used at the following web
site: http://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/∼nicholss/research/cl_web/cl_web.php. The program allows the user to perform strong
reductions using semantic bracketing (the semantic translation), to perform weak reductions with functional reductions,
to perform weak reductions without functional reductions, to perform the semantic expansion steps only, and to perform
abstraction eliminations (i.e., bracket evaluations) only.
6. Extension to β-strong reduction
To extend this work to β-strong reductionwill require a lot of work. Since each of the proposals involves adding a version
of rule (ξ ′), a version which varies with the abstraction being used, and since the semantic translation is roughly equivalent
to using rule (ξ ′), it would appear that the semantic translation should work with some modifications. But what are the
necessary modifications?
Here are some very preliminary results for the three proposals we have been discussing.
6.1. Curry’s proposal
In Curry’s proposal, the only difference between his β-strong reduction and his βη-strong reduction is that instead of
adding rule (ξ ′) to weak reduction, he adds the rule (ξ ′β), and this means that the only difference is the replacement of [ ]η
by [ ]β . Since rule (ξ ′) is roughly equivalent to the semantic translation, it would appear that it would be sufficient tomodify
the semantic translation by using evaluation steps for [ ]β instead of for [ ]η .
But is a change needed in the list of steps that can be used as contractions? Of the contractions given above for the
semantic translation, all but S(Kx)I to x are contractions between terms that are convertible using =β . But if x is a variable,
then S(Kx)I ̸=β x, so this contraction cannot be used. What should replace it? Are new contraction(s) needed, or can this
one just be dropped? This needs further research.
6.2. Seldin’s proposal
Seldin’s proposal involves using weak abstraction instead of η abstraction, and this then changes the version of rule (ξ ′)
which is added toweak reduction. Thus, it would appear that againwewouldwant a variant of the semantic translation, and
some of the changes would be those at the evaluation stage, which would now have to be evaluation of weak abstractions.
But there are also the axiom schemes (β1)−(β3) to consider, since these are added to the definition of weak reduction along
with rule (ξ ′). We cannot get any of these using the semantic translation if the rules for evaluation are modified to those for
weak abstraction. For example, consider (β1), which is S(S(Kx)I)y◃cβSe Sxy. Let us try to get this using a modified semantic
translation:
1. S(S(Kx)I)y
2. [z]w [[S(S(Kx)I)y]]z Expansion
3. [z]w [[S(Kx)I]]z[[y]]z Translation
4. [z]w ([[Kx]]z[[I]]z)(yz) Translation
5. [z]w (xz)(yz) Translation
We are now stuck, since no contractions are possible. If we nevertheless evaluate, we get
[z]w (xz)(yz) ≡ S([z]wxz)([z]wyz)
≡ S(S(Kx)I)(S(Ky)I).
This does not lead to Sxy.
A similar problem arises with (β2) and (β3).
Hence, we need to postulate (β1)–(β3) in addition to the use of the semantic translation. It is not completely clear how
this would work. Should these be taken as contractions? And what other contractions might be needed? This needs further
study.
6.3. Mezghiche’s proposal
We have here the same problem we had with Seldin’s proposal with regard to the axiom scheme (+), which is like
Seldin’s axiom (β3). Again, this needs further study.
Appendix
Curry’s original interest in CL was the same as Church’s original interest in λ: both Church and Curry wanted to use their
systems as a basis for a formal system of logic in the usual sense. This can be clearly seen in Church’s original papers [1,2]. It
can also be seen in the progression of Curry’s early papers published up to 1934: [8,20–26]. ([26] was originally written in
1932.)
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But in 1934, Kleene and Rosser proved inconsistent both the system of Church [1,2] and that of Curry in [24]. Their proof
was published in [27].
Church and his students, Kleene and Rosser, reacted to this inconsistency by losing interest in using λ as a basis for a
system of logic. But Curry did not. Once he learned of this result, he set out to study the contradiction with the idea of using
the results of that study to find consistent systems. The results of the first part of this study, the study of the contradiction,
appeared in [28], and led him to a simpler contradiction, which is now known as Curry’s paradox, was published in [29]. This
paradox goes as follows: suppose we start with a system of CL based on the syntax
X −→ x|c|K|S|P|(XX),
where P is a nonreducing constant. Suppose we also add to the system a predicate ⊢, which stands for ‘‘the following is
provable’’. Let us use X ⊃ Y to abbreviate PXY . Let us take the following axioms and rules:
1. The axiom (PW) (X ⊃ (X ⊃ Y )) ⊃ (X ⊃ Y ), which is a tautology.
2. Rule P (modus ponens). From ⊢ X ⊃ Y and ⊢ X , to deduce ⊢ Y .
3. Rule Eq. From ⊢ X and X =∗ Y , to deduce ⊢ Y . Here =∗ is CL equality, which is normally intended to be =cβη .
Then if Y is an arbitrary term of this system, it is possible to prove ⊢ Y . The proof is as follows: let Y be any fixed point
combinator, and define
X ≡ Y([x](x ⊃ (x ⊃ Y ))).
(It does not matter which definition of abstraction is used.) Then we have
X =∗ X ⊃ (X ⊃ Y ).
We can then proceed as follows:
1. ⊢ (X ⊃ (X ⊃ Y )) ⊃ (X ⊃ Y ) (PW)
2. ⊢ (X ⊃ (X ⊃ Y )) 1, Rule Eq
3. ⊢ X 2, Rule Eq
4. ⊢ X ⊃ Y 2, 3, Rule P
5. ⊢ Y 3, 4, Rule P
Once he had completed his study of the paradox, Curry set about trying to construct systems of logic based on CL (or λ)
that could be proved consistent and yet would retain as much as possible of the expressive power of the system of [24]. The
axiom (PW) follows from the deduction theorem, which is
Γ , X ⊢ Y ⇒ Γ ⊢ X ⊃ Y ,
where Γ is a set of assumptions, Curry’s idea was to restrict the terms X and Y that could appear in this theorem to a certain
class of terms which could be considered as representing propositions. As part of this approach, he set out in [30] three
kinds of systems, which he then thought were in order of increasing strength. In all these systems, the combinator Iwas not
postulated in the syntax, but was defined to be SKK. The types of systems are as follows:
1. Systems F1 of functionality. The CL syntax is
X −→ x|c|K|S|F|(XX).
Here F forms what we now call types, so that Fαβ is the type we now write as α→ β . What is now written as X : α was
written as αX , and Curry thought of this as an application of the type α to the term X . The axioms were the assignment
of types to the basic combinators, the main rule was Rule F, which is
⊢ FαβX & ⊢ αZ ⇒ ⊢ β(XZ).
Also included was rule Eq:
⊢ X & X =∗ Y ⇒ ⊢ Y ,
where =∗ , as above, represents combinatory conversion, usually taken to be =cβη . A formal definition of the system
of functionality is given below.
2. Systems F2 of restricted generality. The CL syntax is
X −→ x|c|K|S|Ξ |(XX).
Here,ΞXY stands for Xu ⊃u Yu or (∀u)(Xu ⊃ Yu). The systems all include axioms or axiom schemes, RuleΞ , which is
⊢ ΞXY & ⊢ XZ ⇒ ⊢ YZ,
and Rule Eq.
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3. Systems F3 of universal generality. The CL syntax is
X −→ x|c|K|S|P|Π |(XX).
Here, as above, P represents implication, and ΠX represents (∀X)(Xx). The systems include axioms or axiom schemes,
Rule P above, RuleΠ , which is
⊢ ΠX ⇒ ⊢ XZ,
and Rule Eq.
Note that in all these types of systems, the rule which makes use of the properties of CL is Rule Eq, which refers to
conversion and not reduction. This may explain why, up to 1954, Curry did not have that much interest in reduction.
In April, 1954, as part of his work on [4], Curry decided to prove the consistency of the full theory of functionality. The
formal definition is as follows (See [23,26,31] and also [4, Chapters 9 and 10].):
Definition 20 (Theory of Functionality). The theory of functionality is a system based on the CL syntax. It also has a notion of
provability, so it has statements of the form
B ⊢ ξX,
where B (called a basis) is a (possibly empty) set of terms of the form ξ1X1, ξ2X2, . . . , ξnXn, ξ and the ξi are special terms
called F-terms, and X is a term. The system has the following axiom schemes:
(FK) ⊢ Fα(Fβα)K, and
(FS) ⊢ F(Fα(Fβγ ))(F(Fαβ)(Fαγ ))S.
In these schemes, α, β , and γ are any F-terms. The system has three rules of inference:
1. Rule Ass. If ξX is in B, then B ⊢ ξX ,
2. Rule F. If B ⊢ FαβX and B ⊢ αY , then B ⊢ β(XY ), and
3. Rule Eq. If B ⊢ X and X =∗ Y then B ⊢ Y .
In the full theory of functionality, any term can be an F-term.
In the basic theory of functionality, F-terms are defined by induction from atomic F-terms θ by the syntax
α −→ θ |Fαα.
Note that the theory of functionality allows for certain applications of Eq whichmodern type assignment does not allow:
if αX is a redexwith X as one of the arguments, then Eq allows that redex to be contracted. For example, in [4, Section 10A3],
Curry uses Eq to contract KX(WWW) to X .
Curry had shown that in the full theory of functionality, equality could be defined in terms of F [4, Section 10A2], and so
inferences by rule Eq could be carried out by Rule F. He hoped to prove that every deduction in which the only inferences
are by Rule F (and Ass) could be put into a special form called a standard FQ-deduction [4, Section 10B3, Definition 2]. He
kept working at this, without success, until in July, 1954, he noticed that if the conclusion of any FQ-deduction is ξX , then
X must have an irreducible form in some sense. But that sense could not be weak normal form.
In fact, Curry’s first statement in his notes of the normal form theorem for functionality took essentially this form: If
B ⊢ ξX in the theory of functionality, then Xλ has a λ-normal form. Since Curry was working in CL (and tended to think in
CL), having to refer to λwas not satisfactory. Curry therefore needed a CL reduction equivalent to λ-reduction.
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